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Nowadays air pollution spread is one of the most important problems that are appeared in the 
industrial countries, especially in our country. If these pollutants are not controlled, workers 
health would be defected and the environment would be impaired. To control these pollutants 
there are several methods, one of which is contamination control at source (Local Exhaust 
Ventilation). Since the design of these systems is so complex and time consuming, and due to 
imposition of a great expanse in the case of existence of even small errors, developing a device to 
improve the run time and to ensure the accuracy of the calculations, seems to be quite necessary. 
To accomplish this aim new software is designed.  

The mentioned software is designed using VB

 

programming environment. To design the 

software the algorithms are designed at first, and the design variables are defined later. In the 
next stage the calculative codes are written and debugged in two steps. Ultimately the program is 
compiled and prepared to be installed on the end-user s computer.  
Software abilities includes: LEV systems design (without any restriction in branches), 
determination of different types of hoods (slotted, canopy, side draft ), LEV standards, fan 
specification and  SEF losses report, automatic psychometrics correction in wide range of 
temperatures and altitudes , intelligent system design errors  detection and users warning and the 
most important of above mentioned is an Persian HTML help   
To determine the accuracy and precision of the software output we conduct three methods for 
evaluation: Benchmarking with manual calculation results, Benchmarking with data published by 
organizations authorized in industrial ventilation, and comparing results with similar software. 
Results indicated that the software outputs include sufficient precision (maximum  % error),    
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